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Clue 3

This clue finds us with some bonus triangles left over. We will be making squares, but 
there is a pentagon base. Our units today will be 4-1/2” squares. It’s pretty easy today, so 
we will be doing some cutting to set aside for later as well.

One thing I want to tell you is you can use any size unit for the “roof” of our house, 
depending on how “tall” you want your roof. I would keep them no larger that 2-5/8” wide, 
and from there I wouldn’t make them any longer than 3-1/2” (making it a rectangle). Your 
roof will be very creative this way!! (be scrappy if you want, just keep them dark)

Let’s get cutting, these measurements are for the DARK at 2-1/2” squares.

I did these the “quick, easy” way for me. I didn’t draw a line on 
the small squares like I normally would, it’s a short seam, so I 
decided to use a sticky note for my straight line. You could 
finger press them in half, draw a diagonal line, or eyeball it. I 
don’t eyeball because my eyes must be wonky as I always 
have a bow in my seams!! So, quick and easy with a sticky 
note!

Time to lay your DARK square on your LIGHT square. Lay your sticky note on the “seam 
line” and stitch down the side of the paper. I just used the same paper on each square…
FAST and EFFECTIVE! If you want your bonus triangles, sew about 3/8” away (toward the 
corner) from this  sewn line, cutting in-between your sewn lines

Back to the cutting board to trim the corner down to 1/4”, flip the DARK back and your first 
corner is finished. We will repeat this process with the second DARK square on an 
adjacent side. Your DARK squares should overlap and you will have 1/4” before the point.

Lap Twin Queen King

LIGHT 4-1/2” strips 2 4 6 11

-cut to 4-1/2” squares 16 28 48 96

DARK 2-1/2” strips 2 4 6 12

-cut to 2-1/2” squares 32 56 96 192
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Second side:

Trimming that back to the seam allowance, ready to be flipped 
toward the DARK and pressed for our finished unit for today. 
These units should measure 4-1/2” and you will have 1/4” seam 
allowance at the peak of your “roof”. 

Grab that MEDIUM fabric and let’s cut some more squares to set aside for a future clue.

Everything for today:

Lap Twin Queen King

MEDIUM 4-1/2” strips 3 4 6 12

-cut to 4-1/2” squares 20 32 52 100
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